open to individual interpretation. Indeed, behavioral studies using these statements have found no effect of these statements on control participants but increases in negative mood and enhanced cognitive biases in dysphoric and depressed participants (Nolen-Hoeksema et al., 2008) .
We hypothesized that while thinking about these statements, major depressive disordered (MDD) and nondepressed control (CTL) participants will activate different types of representations, memories, or self-related thoughts that will be accompanied by different patterns of neural activation. More specifically, we expected that, as compared with controls, depressed participants would exhibit greater activation in limbic regions (i.e., amygdala, insula, and parahippocampus), rACC, and MPFC during ruminative thought, reflecting increased emotional activation and retrieval of autobiographical memories.
MEthod Participants
Fourteen individuals who were diagnosed with MDD and 14 healthy (CTL) individuals were diagnosed using the Structured Clinical Interview for the DSM-IV (First, Gibbon, Spitzer, & Williams, 1995) and completed the Beck Depression Inventory II (BDI; Beck, Steer, & Garbin, 1988) and the Ruminative Response Styles Questionnaire (RSQ; Nolen-Hoeksema & Morrow, 1991) (see Table 1 ). MDD participants were excluded if they reported alcohol or substance abuse symptoms in the last 6 months or if they were diagnosed with current comorbid social anxiety disorder. Control participants were free of any lifetime diagnosis of an Axis I disorder and scored less than 10 on the BDI. All participants were fluent in English and free of head trauma, and were paid $25 per hour for their participation in the study.
RUM INd task
The RUM IND task included 10 statements from each of three conditions: rumination (RUM; "Think about what people notice about your personality"), abstract distraction (ABS; "Think about what contributes to team spirit"), and concrete distraction (CON; "Think about a row of shampoo bottles on display"). Most previous behavioral rumination studies have used the CON distraction statements (Nolen-Hoeksema & Morrow, 1991) as a control condition. Importantly, however, these statements differ from the rumination statements on several dimensions. For example, the CON distraction statements invoke specific, often stereotypical, visually dependent images, whereas the RUM statements ask participants to generate more open-ended conceptual representations. In order to adapt the rumination versus distraction design to the scanning environment, we needed an additional control condition that would be better matched conceptually to the rumination statements. Therefore, we included a second distraction condition, ABS, to permit a contrast that, as compared with the CON statements, would be less visual and less reliant on mental representations of external objects or scenes. We hypothesized that the ABS distraction condition would allow us to isolate neural activation in a control condition that is more closely related to abstract ruminative thought. A complete list of the statements is presented in Appendix 2 of the online Supplemental Materials.
For each statement, participants were asked to focus their attention on the idea presented in the statement and to visualize and concentrate on each statement as it appeared (a total of 30 statements, each appearing in black text on the screen for 30 sec and separated by a 10-sec fixation cross). Participants were instructed to stop thinking about the previous statement and to clear their minds for the next statement whenever a fixation replaced a statement. Five statements (interspersed with fixation crosses) from each set were presented consecutively in a fixed order to form a block. At the end of each and associated limbic regions during the sustained processing of negative emotional material. For example, Siegle and colleagues (Siegle, Carter, & Thase, 2006; Siegle, Steinhauser, Thase, Stenger, & Carter, 2002) found that selfreported rumination scores were correlated with increased and sustained amygdala activation for negative words in depressed individuals. Self-reported rumination has also been found to be associated with amygdala activation during the up-regulation of negative affect in healthy controls, suggesting that an increased tendency to ruminate, even in nondepressed individuals, exacerbates the neural processing of negative information (Ray et al., 2005) . Thus, the relation between amygdala responsivity and emotional activation appears to be a key component of the neural network underlying rumination.
It is likely that rumination also recruits the same brain regions that have been found to be related to representations of the "self." Investigators have implicated the medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC), in addition to limbic structures, in self-referential processing (Ochsner & Gross, 2005; Schmitz & Johnson, 2006) , self-reflection , and appraisals of the self-relevance of stimuli (Fossati et al., 2003) . Self-referential processing is also an important component of autobiographical memory (Howe & Courage, 1997) , which has been found to activate a network of regions including the MPFC, frontal cortex, posterior cingulate, hippocampus, and parahippocampus (Maguire, 2001; Svoboda, McKinnon, & Levine, 2006) . Interestingly, dysregulation of the MPFC, and of nearby structures such as the rostral anterior cingulate gyrus (rACC), has been hypothesized to play a role in the development and recurrence of depression (see, e.g., Keedwell, Andrew, Williams, Brammer, & Phillips, 2005; Lemogne et al., 2009 ). Thus, involvement of the MPFC in mediating autobiographical or self-referential content, coupled with hyperactivity in limbic structures such as the amygdala and hippocampus, may contribute to the ruminative selffocus that characterizes depressed individuals.
The present study was designed to identify and elucidate differences between clinically depressed and neverdisordered participants in patterns of neural activation and self-reported mood ratings associated with ruminative thought. Examinations of the form and content of rumination suggest that ruminative thoughts are past oriented and center on unresolved goals associated with the self (Segerstrom, Tsao, Alden, & Craske, 2000; Watkins, Moulds, & Mackintosh, 2005) . Moreover, rumination may be less overtly verbal and more passive than are other negative thinking states, such as worry (Papageorgiou & Wells, 1999) . To allow for the assessment of neural functioning during a ruminative state, we designed the rumination induction (RUM IND) task using written statements adapted from Nolen-Hoeksema and Morrow (1991 Morrow ( , 1993 . These statements have been used in several studies to successfully induce rumination and subsequent mood change in dysphoric and depressed individuals (Lyubomirsky & Nolen-Hoeksema, 1993; Morrow & Nolen-Hoeksema, 1990 ). The rumination statements, which were developed to elicit self-focus related to depression-relevant constructs, are not inherently negative or positive, but are ratings yielded only significant main effects of group [F(1,26) Table 2 ).
Imaging Results
Imaging data for both within-group and between-groups analyses are presented for the two primary contrasts of interest: RUM versus CON and RUM versus ABS.
RUM Versus CoN
Within-group activations. Within-group activations for RUM versus CON are listed in Supplemental Appendix 1, Table 1A (MDD) and Table 1B (CTL). For the RUM . CON contrast, within the MDD group, significant activations were present in the rACC (BA 32), the inferior parietal lobule, insula, middle frontal and occipital gyri, precentral gyrus, precuneus, superior temporal gyrus, and thalamus. The CTL group exhibited activations in the inferior and superior parietal lobules, precuneus, pre-and postcentral gyri, the fusiform gyrus, middle occipital gyrus, and the superior frontal gyrus.
Between-groups activations. Table 3 presents between-groups activations for the RUM . CON contrast. As compared with the MDD participants, CTL participants exhibited significantly stronger activations in the caudate and visual association regions, including block, a rating screen appeared for 10 sec; participants were asked to rate on a scale of 1-4 how sad they are right now, using the button box. Each scanner run consisted of a block of each of the three conditions, RUM, CON, and ABS, and three sadness ratings. Two runs were conducted for each participant, always beginning with the RUM block (in order to limit any state mood effects), and were counterbalanced so that half of the participants received 
Imaging Analysis
Functional scans were acquired on a 1.5T GE Signa scanner using a T2 * in-/out-spiral pulse sequence (TE 5 40 msec, flip 5 90º) consisting of twenty-four 4-mm interleaved slices (axial in-plane resolution 3.75 3 3.75 mm, no gap) at a temporal resolution of 2 sec (2.00 TR). All preprocessing and analyses were conducted using an analysis of functional neural images (AFNI; Cox, 1996) . Time series data were concatenated, slice time and motion corrected, and participants who moved more than 1 mm were excluded. Data were spatially smoothed with a 4-mm Gaussian kernel, high-pass filtered, converted to percent signal change, and coregistered to anatomical images. Preprocessed time series data for each individual were analyzed with multiple regression. The primary contrasts (RUM vs. ABS and RUM vs. CON) were convolved with a canonical hemodynamic gamma-variate function response, including terms for residual motion, trend, and contrast regressors. Resulting individual t statistic maps were transformed into Z scores and were warped into Talairach space. The CTL and MDD group maps were analyzed with a two-sample t test for each contrast using the AFNI software program, AlphaSim, and a joint voxelwise and cluster-size threshold was determined for a cluster threshold protected at p , .05. A Monte Carlo simulation with 1,000 iterations was conducted with a voxelwise threshold of p , .005, Gaussian kernel smoothing of 3.75 mm 3 (equivalent to one original voxel), and a cluster minimum of 10 voxels. A final clusterwise threshold of p , .02 was determined, and a list of all clusters of activation meeting these criteria was generated.
REsUlts

Behavioral Results
A two-way (group [MDD, CTL] repeated over condition [RUM, ABS, CON]) ANOVA conducted on sad mood (BA 46; DLPFC), middle occipital gyrus, parahippocampus and amygdala, posterior cingulate cortex (BA 31; PCC), and middle and superior temporal gyri.
dIsCUssIoN
The present study used f MRI to examine patterns of neural activation as depressed individuals ruminate. Because rumination involves a number of specific cognitive and affective processes, including self-focused attention, self-referential processing, and recall of autobiographical memories, we hypothesized that MDD participants would exhibit increased activation during rumination in regions associated with emotional processing (e.g., amygdala), retrieval of autobiographical memory (e.g., parahippocampus), and the processing of self-related concepts (e.g., MPFC). In addition to including a distraction condition with concrete statements that have been used in previous behavioral studies of rumination, we added a novel set of abstract distraction statements that we hypothesized would better isolate differential activation due to emotional processing, memory retrieval, and self-focus during rumination. Supporting this prediction, the two contrasts, RUM versus CON and RUM versus ABS, highlight different patterns of activation associated with rumination. the lingual gyrus, cuneus, precuneus, and fusiform gyrus. MDD participants exhibited greater activations than did CTL participants in the thalamus, middle frontal gyrus (BA 9; DLPFC), orbital frontal gyrus (BA 11; OFC), and subgenual anterior cingulate (BA 25; sgACC).
RUM Versus ABs
Within-group activations. Within-group activations for RUM versus ABS are listed in the online Supplemental Appendix 1, Table 2A (MDD) and Table 2B (CTL). MDD participants exhibited significant activations in the RUM . ABS contrast within the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (BA 32; dACC), cuneus, inferior frontal gyrus, inferior parietal lobule, medial frontal gyrus (BA 10; MPFC), and middle occipital and temporal gyri. CTL participants exhibited activations in the cuneus and precuneus, medial frontal gyrus (BA 10; MPFC), and superior frontal gyrus (BA 9; DLPFC).
Between-groups activations. Significant betweengroups activations for the RUM versus ABS contrast are listed in Table 4 . In response to the RUM . ABS contrast, CTL participants had greater activation than did MDDs in only the inferior frontal gyrus (BA 9; DLPFC). In contrast, the MDD participants had significantly greater activation than did the CTL participants in the dACC (BA 24), rACC (BA 32), inferior parietal lobule, middle frontal gyrus findings of previous investigations of self-focus, the within-group analyses of the RUM versus ABS contrast yielded activations in the MPFC (BA 10) in both MDDs and CTLs. Moreover, the between-groups comparison of activations during the RUM versus ABS conditions revealed robust differences in hypothesized regions, with MDD participants exhibiting greater activation than did CTLs in the amygdala, parahippocampus, rACC, MPFC, and posterior cingulate.
The amygdala has been the focus of numerous investigations of depression (e.g., Drevets, 2003; see Gotlib & Hamilton, 2008 , for a review). In particular, Siegle et al. (2006) and Siegle et al. (2002) reported sustained amygdala activation to be correlated with self-reported rumination. These data, however, represent the first evidence that the amygdala is indeed differentially active in depressed than in nondepressed individuals during rumination.
We also found greater rACC activation in the MDDs than in the CTLs during RUM versus ABS. The rACC-a subregion of the MPFC-has frequently been implicated in depression (e.g., Eugène, Joormann, Cooney, Atlas, & Gotlib, 2010; Steele, Currie, Lawrie, & Reid, 2007) . Investigators have found increased activation in rACC in healthy participants as they are attending to subjective feeling states (e.g., Lane, Fink, Chau, & Dolan, 1997) . The rACC activation in the present study may reflect increased attention toward one's internal state that is unique to the depressed participants. Increased self-focus or attention toward those emotional responses may, in turn, bolster the higher level of recruitment of rACC that we observed in the MDD participants.
As compared with the controls, depressed participants also exhibited increased activation in the PCC in the RUM versus ABS contrast. This structure has been highlighted as part of the "default mode" network (Greicius, Krasnow, Reiss, & Menon, 2003; Raichle, 2001) and is hypothesized to be active during the generation of internal Within-group analyses of the RUM versus CON contrast reveal activations common to both the depressed and control groups in regions affiliated with higher order visual association and attention such as the middle occipital gyrus, precuneus, and inferior parietal lobule. Betweengroup analyses for RUM versus CON indicate greater activation for CTLs compared with MDDs in regions associated with the generation of mental imagery, including the cuneus, precuneus, fusiform gyrus, and lingual gyrus; in contrast, MDD participants exhibited greater activation in regions associated with the generation and regulation of mood states: sgACC, OFC, thalamus, and DLPC.
The increased activation observed in the sgACC in the RUM versus CON contrast is of particular interest. The sgACC has garnered considerable attention both for its putative role in a mood-regulation circuit and for its specific role in models of depression (Drevets, 2000; Mayberg et al., 1999) . In the context of the present study, it is possible that activation in the sgACC reflects autonomic aspects of emotional processing during the RUM condition as compared with the CON condition. The sgACC, in tandem with other ventral regions such as the OFC, is proposed to integrate multiple domains of the experience of emotion, including autonomic functioning (Critchley, 2005) . Thus, the sgACC activation observed in depressed individuals may indicate that they are responding to rumination statements with a greater degree of emotion than are controls. Although it is interesting that the RUM condition was associated with greater activation in a prominent region in neural models of depression (i.e., sgACC) than was the CON condition, it is not clear that this contrast disambiguates neural differences specific to the cognitive and affective subprocesses that characterize rumination.
Thus, we developed a second contrast, RUM versus ABS, to assess more directly depression-associated differences during rumination as compared with representing more abstract and complex concepts. Consistent with CTLs. In response to RUM versus ABS, both MDDs and CTLs exhibited activation in different subregions of the DLPFC (BA 46 and BA 9, respectively). Our findings are consistent with work demonstrating greater activation in DLPFC during self-referential processing in depressed individuals (Lemogne et al., 2009) , and with the growing literature documenting structural and functional irregularities in the DLPFC in depression (e.g., Fitzgerald et al., 2006; Koenigs et al., 2008) . Considered in light of the strong association between rumination and the development and maintenance of depressed mood, the differential pattern of activation observed in DLPFC in MDD as compared with that in CTL participants (i.e., increased DLPFC activation in MDDs during rumination as compared with both the abstract and concrete distraction conditions) reinforces the importance of continued investigation of this region. At this early stage, it is not yet clear whether hyperactivation of the DLPFC during rumination in depression reflects an impaired regulatory mechanism or whether the DLPFC may indicate recruitment toward more basic cognitive demands during self-focus-a question that is important for future research to address. thought and inhibited during various cognitive tasks. Interestingly, the rumination condition used in the present study is similar to some resting-state conditions used in investigations of the default mode network. Within this network, anterior regions are hypothesized to be associated with self-focused aspects of internal thoughts; posterior regions, including the PCC, are associated with the retrieval of autobiographical memories. The increased activation within the parahippocampus also observed in the MDD group suggests that during RUM versus ABS, they are engaging in more mood-congruent memory retrieval. Importantly, CTL participants also exhibited activation within the PCC during the RUM versus ABS contrast, but did so to a lesser extent than did MDDs. This finding supports recent observations that depressed individuals are characterized by impaired context-dependent reductions in activation in default-mode regions (Grimm et al., 2009; Sheline et al., 2009) .
A final region of activation that we should consider here, common to both depressed and healthy control participants, is the DLPFC. The RUM versus CON contrast identified greater activation in DLPFC in MDDs than in future work examining high-versus low-ruminating depressed individuals may help to clarify whether the neural profile of depressed individuals during ruminative self-focus is unique to this disorder. Finally, given the complexity of rumination, as well as the exploratory nature of the task, it is important for us to caution that our inferences regarding associations between activation and specific subprocesses are necessarily speculative.
The present findings contribute to our understanding of the basis of rumination in depression by elucidating the neural regions that are tonically overactive in depression and those that are activated by specific types of tasks. By investigating the neural basis of rumination as a mechanism by which negative mood is enhanced, we gain insight into the cognitive processes that characterize depressed individuals as they ruminate, allowing us to create tasks to interrogate more effectively neural aspects of depression. Most importantly, greater understanding of these neural patterns will allow us to refine our ability to diagnose and treat individuals diagnosed with MDD.
It is important to note a number of limitations of the present study. For example, to emulate the manner in which rumination has been induced behaviorally, we used a modified block design to give participants a relatively long, consistent period of time during which to focus on the various statements. In future studies, investigators might consider using other approaches, such as eventrelated designs that alternate between various conditions, or that vary the length of presentation of the statements or the duration of the intervening fixation periods. We should note that we presented only neutral statements in the present study. Additional research examining neural functioning in depressed and healthy control individuals in response to positive and negative stimuli is necessary to explore systematically group differences in ruminative self-focus induced by valenced material. It is also possible that some of the activation we observed was due to state effects of sadness; that is, MDD and CTL participants differed in baseline mood prior to being scanned, as well as in mood during the scan. In addition to investigating the effects of transient sad mood in healthy controls, 
